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L Learning

• To write design briefs in
response to needs, wants
and likes.

• To write a specification
from a design brief.

Student’s book

Design briefs and specifying
the product, pages 72–74

Timing

Part 1: 40 minutes
Part 2: 40 minutes

Equipment and materials

• work-book
• pen, pencil

Type of task

Extension

,

ƒ

t

Part 1 Design briefs

Why can’t styling
on holiday be tidier?

How can workers in monsoon rains
stay presentable from top-to-toe?

Why are school trips so much of a worry?

Why is artwork so
difficult to transport?

Each illustration shows a problem situation.

Each caption highlights possible needs, wants or likes shown by the problem situation.

1 With a partner or in a group of three, talk about each situation shown. Discuss some of the possible needs,
wants and likes of each situation.

2 For each situation, agree (a) a closed brief and (b) an open brief.

3 For each situation, write in your work-book the agreed closed brief and open brief.

Further/homework

1 Choose one of the open briefs you have agreed.

2 Break this down into as many closed briefs as you can.

3 Write these down.
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Part 2 Specifications
Each illustration shows a product designed to meet
the need stated in the brief.

1 Think about each product and design
brief carefully.

2 Write a performance specification for each one in your
work-book. Use sketches where these help explain your
points.

3 Your specification should:

• describe what the product has to do;
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Brief 1
Design and

make a system
to mark off a slippery

area on a station platform

strong but slightly
flexible material

joining device

day-glo colour

• describe what the product should look like;
• state any other requirements that need to be met – how the

product should work, manufacturing methods, materials,
ergonomic/environmental/legal requirements, etc.

4 Sketch a further product to meet the need in one of the
design briefs.

5 Write a performance specification for your solution.

Further/homework

Using your sketch and performance specifications from Part 2, for
each one develop more detailed sketch drawings of parts of your
product. Add notes to show how these details might help meet the
specification points.

Brief 3
Design and make a safety rein for a toddler

secure, non-chafe wrist grip

strong, washable webbing

Brief 4
Design and make a metal sports trophy

non-rust finish

stable base

Brief 2
Design and make a
portable container for
accessories for a model travelling by plane

lightweight, metal
case

identity tag

foam dividers




